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Winter Wreath How-to
A few minutes and a few tools are all it takes to weave magic you’ll enjoy all winter long.
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YOUR MATERIALS: Tallow berries (ask your florist to order them or pur-
chase a simulated version), rose hips (wear gloves and watch for thorns!), 
pepperberries, two grapevine wreath frames of different sizes (here you 
see a 6-inch frame and a 12-inch frame), a spool of florist’s wire, wire cut-
ters, your choice of ribbon for a bow. VARIATIONS: Sweet gum seedpods, 
poppy seedpods, love-in-a-mist pods, dried celosia flowers. When it comes 
to wreaths, whatever you can rescue from the garden or field is fair game 
for your creation. Create an ode to a single berry (Carolyn has a fondness 
for tallow berry) or combine ingredients (try pepperberries and rose hips). 
Carolyn’s preference for a base is, hands down, a round grapevine form, 
which gives the finished wreath a slightly uneven and thus natural texture, 
heft, and depth. Hang halo within halo for an added dimension. Then re-
member: It’s safest to showcase dried wreaths indoors

Start with a grapevine form you can easily manage--12 inches being a 
good general fit. Prepare tallow-berry clusters by separating them carefully 
into small bunches of three to four sprigs each.
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Fasten wire onto wreath. Lay first bunch of berries on wreath form, and 
bind in with a loose loop of wire wound around. Repeat with another bunch 
placed directly below, going around and around. 

Completely cover front and sides of form with berry bunches. When 
finished, secure wire in back with a hidden knot. Attach a small wire 
loop to back of form to hang your finished masterpiece


